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Is America an empire?

Empire: An empire is a political construct in which one state 
dominates over another.

Imperialism: the policy of imposing economic and political control 
over other peoples in a way that undermines their sovereignty and 
takes away their freedom to make political and economic decisions.

What are typical characteristics of an empire?

- Strong, centralized government/power
- Control over vast territory
- Strong military
- Global trade networks



What is an empire?

Roman Empire Spanish Empire



USA is built on conquest and genocide

“We shall drive them [the savages] — We shall drive them with the beasts of 
the forests into the stony mountains,” and the country will ultimately be “free 
of blot or mixture” -Thomas Jefferson



The Spanish-American War

Cuban insurgents in 1899. 





American military presence around the 
World





US intervention in Iraq over the past 50 years

April 9, 2003, Firdos Square

1958 - Iraq ruled by British-backed King Faisal, 
30 million tons of oil a year, wealth was 
concentrated and served British interests

55-year history that spans 11 presidencies
 

1958 - Revolution led by Abd al-Karim Qasim 
overthrows monarchy
 



US intervention in Iraq over the past 50 years

1963 - Violent coup led by Saddam Hussein’s 
party. Qasim executed

1979 - Iranian Revolution
 

1983 - USA sends envoy to solidify relationship 
with Saddam Hussein
 

Rumsfeld (future Sec. Def.) delivering 
gift to Saddam Hussein, 1983  

Attack helicopters sold by the USA, used in the 
Iraq-Iran War against Iran



Journalist: "We have heard that half a million children have died. I 
mean, that's more children than died in Hiroshima. And, you know, 
is the price worth it?"

Madeleine Albright: “I think this is a very hard choice, but the 
price—we think the price is worth it.”

US intervention in Iraq over the past 50 years

1990- Invasion of Kuwait → Gulf War

1992 - Economic Sanctions led by US through 
the UN and Bombing



Robert Mueller, 2002

US intervention in Iraq over the past 50 years

Iraq Liberation Act

Bill Kristol John Bolton

Paul 
Wolfowitz

Dick Cheney

1998 - Iraq Liberation Act declares regime 
change for Iraq as the official US policy 

2002 - Push to launch war

2003 - War

Bombing of Baghdad, 2003



Narratives change based on convenience



Direct military intervention is only one tactic 
of imperialism

Sending “aid” money

Aid for Haiti post earthquake to undermine local projects

“While humanitarian aid is distributed on the basis of need 
alone, transition assistance is allocated with an eye to 
advancing U.S. foreign policy objectives and priorities.”



Control international trade and lending

IMF offers loans...

● Privatization of various 
sectors of the economy

Debt crisis from int’l recession that 
one country has no control over

...with conditions 
that developing 
countries cannot 
refuse:

Structural 
Adjustment 
Program (SAP)

● Opening markets to 
foreign investors

● Relaxing environmental 
regulations



Who benefits?

● Mostly large (esp. monopoly) corporations
○ Multinationals that reap “superprofits” from foreign investments
○ Large banks and financial institutions
○ Arms manufacturers, military contractors

● US economy as a whole



Corporate-backed regime change

● Iran, 1953: Prime 
Minister Mossadegh 
elected to nationalize 
Anglo-Iranian Oil 
Company

● Overthrown in CIA- 
and MI6-backed coup 
after doing so



Corporate-backed regime change (cont.)

● Guatemala, 1954: CIA backed coup against elected 
president Jacobo Arbenz whose land reforms 
threatened United Fruit Company profits

● Maya genocide under resulting military dictatorship



Corporate-backed regime change (cont.)

● Venezuela, 2002: US-backed attempted to depose Hugo 
Chávez, elected to nationalize oil industry

● Another attempt currently ongoing!



Why so lucrative?

● Global division of labor: much cheaper in Third 
World than First World

● Requires abject poverty and exploitation of workers 
in “developing” (really underdeveloped) world



Imperialist “superprofits”

First World

Huge profits

Third World

Poverty, 
environmental 

destruction

Raw materials (oil, minerals)
Primary commodities (food)

Expensive finished products

$ $ $ $

$



Example: iPhone value chain



How is this enforced?

● Global finance: Wall St banks, World Bank, IMF 

● Unequal trade agreements like NAFTA and TPP

● Ultimately backed up by threat of military force



Who profits from imperialist war?

“With the scorched-earth 
campaign against Korea 
from 1950 to 1953 … 
weapons manufacturers 
determined that making 
products for the Defense 
Department was more 
profitable than entering 
civilian markets.”   

- Patrick Higgins



US dominates global arms sales



US dominates global arms sales



Private military contractors

War destroys previously existing, 
often socialized infrastructure

Must be rebuilt to get production up 
and running again … at a profit!

Examples: Halliburton, Bechtel in Iraq



What about everyone else?

● Vast majority of the appropriated wealth stays in the 
hands of a few

● Some of it passes on to workers via wages and social 
spending: just enough to keep most complacent and 
pro-empire

● “The Empire, as I have always said, is a bread and 
butter question. If you want to avoid civil war, you 
must become imperialists.”   - Cecil Rhodes



How does empire shape science?

I. How is science funded?

II. What fields and goals are prioritized? What 
questions are asked?

III. How is the international scientific 
community impacted?

IV. How do scientists directly take part in 
imperialism?



Empire requires scientific funding

Source: Congressional 
Research Service



Empire requires scientific funding

DoD

NIH

NSF

NASA

DOE



Empire requires scientific funding

Source: Caltech



Funding leads to influence

● Science must demonstrate its usefulness to 
US empire

“Discuss the mission impact to the 
Service, DoD, and the warfighter."



Funding leads to influence

● Science that fulfills the needs of empire is prioritized. 
Other science receives less support. 



Science as a weapon

● The withholding of information, collaboration, and 
other resources is used as a weapon against those who 
pose a threat to US domination.

From the “CONSOLIDATED AND FURTHER 
CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 2012”

Source: The Guardian



Science as a weapon

● Due to sanctions and draconian immigration policy, it 
is increasingly difficult for Iranian citizens to 
participate in the scientific community.

Source: Huffington Post

Source: The Guardian



Scientists take part directly

“‘Making smart investments 
in autonomy is an imperative 
for the aerospace and defense 
industry,’ said Dr. Taylor W. 
Lawrence, a Raytheon 
Company vice president and 
president of its Missile 
Systems business.”

Source: Raytheon



Scientists take part directly

Source: TMT Observatory Corporation



Scientists take part directly

Source: Occupy Hilo



Science and technology enable US 
Imperialism

Science and technology enable US imperialism



The first step: interrogating our role

 - Now that we have a better 
understanding of the larger 
system, it’s helpful to see how we 
fit into it as individuals.

- We should continue to be critical 
of our actions and take some time 
to think about how they might 
contribute to US imperialism.



Scientists are Entangled in Imperialism

It’s practically impossible to not be complicit in this system, 
especially at a place like Caltech. Nonetheless, we are not 
powerless.

Imperialism

Science

You



Empire takes advantage of indifference

● This guy is Arthur Galston

● Worked at Caltech!

● Researched triiodobenzoic acid 
to encourage soybean flowering

● Biowarfare scientists used his 
work to develop Agent Orange

● Worked to get the US to stop 
using Agent Orange

“I used to think that one could avoid involvement in the antisocial 
consequences of science simply by not working on any project that 
might be turned to evil or destructive ends. I have learned that things 
are not all that simple, and that almost any scientific finding can be 
perverted or twisted under appropriate societal pressures.”



Individualism is insufficient

● Of course you should 
practice what you preach…

● But don’t miss the root 
cause of the problem

● Systemic problems require 
systemic solutions



There is power in collective action

If there is something you want, you 
must identify and obtain the power 
necessary to achieve it

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/01/technology/google-walkout-sexual-harassment.html



Stopping Sentinel

- In the late 1960s, the US proposed 
a ballistic missile defense system 
known as Sentinel.

- Many scientists around the US 
protested with various position 
papers as well as a one day 
strike.

- The activities of the scientists 
generated public outcry, leading 
to the eventual rejection of the 
proposal.



The Lucas Plan

● Most workers about to be laid off. 
Originally 50% of company contracts 
were for military

● Consulted among themselves

● Drafted alternative plan for their 
skills and labor: “wind turbines, 
energy-efficient heat pumps and 
hybrid power packs for cars” in 
1970s!!

“Technology is political, yet its design is ultimately in the hands of 
capitalist firms. The Lucas Plan shows that workers… have the 
skills and resources to design alternative technologies to those 
proposed by shareholders and management.”



Our responsibility

● Recognizing our role and social 
prestige

● Science is a social endeavor and is 
subject to social (imperial) forces

● We have a responsibility to 
organize our work

● A better science is possible but we 
must work for it.

Socialists of Caltech


